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News of the Field Operations Group

New FE nomination

procedure is most
objective one yet
Approximately 90 field engineers will
attend Quota Club, to be held in Las

Vegas, February 12-15. A new nomi
nation procedure has been developed
to evaluate FE "quota attainment" and
it is the most objective devised so far.
Field Engineers and members of the
FE management team may be nomi
nated by their direct manager. For field
engineers, quota considerations are:
• How closely does his time card
correspond to the Incident Report?
This percentage is based on a threemonth average. A close correlation

means that the field engineer keeps
accurate and consistent track

of

his

time and service calls.

• How efficient is his work? Every
Memorex machine is assigned a stand
ard repair time, and each field engineer
is to report a DCI — Duration of a
Correction
tion

Incident.

of the two

A

close

correla

means that the field

engineer is repairing equipment close
to the standard time—or being efficient.
• For overall evaluation, what are

the standard workload hours carried by
the FE? Are they high, low, or average?
• Are the customers satisfied with

this FE? This is to be recommended by
the sales rep or manager.
For branch managers, quota con
siderations will be:
•

annualized attrition control

• percentage of expenses to forecast
All

nominations

are

sent

to

the

Regional FE Manager and then to
Santa Clara, where they must be ap
proved by Frank Juliano before they
are official.

Communications Group employees gathered to hear Dick Eligen, far right, discuss status of the
2076 and 2078 products. The long-awaited units are entering production and final test stages,
and will soon be available to fill a growing need in the data communications marketplace.
Eligen has been chief engineer on the products since their beginning nearly two years ago.

The 2076 & 2078—A long time
comin' and lookin' good
Everyone in the Communications
Group had gathered to hear the
speaker. They were from manufactur
ing, marketing, sales, field engineering,
development engineering, customer
service, finance. "It takes many people
to put together a product program,"
Dick Eligen told the crowd. "You can
see that by just looking around the
room. But these products-will be the
Group's most important ones in 1980,
and we'll all need to continue to pull
together for their success."
Eligen, Manager of Terminal Engi
neering, was referring to Memorex's
two newest communications products,
the 2078 Disp ay Station and the 2076
Remote

Terminal

Controller.

In

are in their final stages of development.
Soon they'll enter production and face
the rigors of final test sites. If all goes
as planned, that long-awaited first
customer shipment will happen in April.
The two products fill a growing need
in

the data communications

System/360, System/370, 303X and
43XX Systems a functional equivalent
and interface-compatible replacement
for IBM's 3278 and 3276.

But the products promise to be more
than just a replacement for IBM. In
Memorex new-product fashion, they
are improved with features that set
them apart from competition. The 2078

the

works now for nearly two years, they

market.

They enable Memorex to offer users of

(Continued on page 8.)

